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Abstract

Traction noise is one of the noise sources of powered railway vehicles such as locomotives, electric- and diesel-powered

multiple unit trains and high-speed trains. Especially at speeds below 60 km/h and at idling, but also at acceleration

conditions for a wide range of speeds, traction noise can be dominant. This is relevant for noise in residential areas near

stations and shunting yards, but in some cases also along the line. The other relevant sources are rolling noise, often

dominant between 100 and 250 km/h, aerodynamic noise, which can be dominant above 300 km/h, braking noise, curve

squeal and impact noise. The braking system can often technically be considered part of the overall traction system,

although acoustically it will often have separate noise sources.

In the Harmonoise and IMAGINE EU projects, a generalised prediction model for railway traction noise has been

proposed to cover a broad range of powered railway vehicles. The model is one of the prediction modules for overall rail

traffic noise, which also covers the other main sources. The traction noise model includes the main operational parameters

such as driveshaft speed and power settings, and also takes individual auxiliary components and their duty cycles into

account, such as compressors, valves and fans. Source height is included in the model. The level of modelling detail in the

many potential traction noise sources has been kept to a minimum, as for the purpose of rail traffic noise prediction it often

suffices to model only the dominant sources. Measurement methods are outlined to determine the noise emission spectra,

from which extrapolations are made to obtain estimates for different operating conditions.

r 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

A generalised prediction model for railway traction noise is presented, which has been proposed in the
Harmonoise project [1] and modified in the IMAGINE project [2,3] to cover a broad range of powered railway
vehicles. The model is one of the prediction modules for overall railway traffic noise, which also covers the
other main sources. Traction noise is one of the relevant noise sources of powered railway vehicles such as
locomotives, electric- and diesel-powered multiple unit trains and high-speed trains. Especially at speeds below
60 km/h, at idling and acceleration conditions for a wide range of speeds, traction noise can be dominant. With
the reduction in rolling noise and the increase in installed power and running speeds, traction noise may in
ee front matter r 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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some cases even be relevant at medium and high train speeds. Powered vehicles have European noise emission
limits from 2004, taking noise due to traction sources into account [4].

Existing noise prediction schemes such as the Dutch RMR 96 model [5], the EU interim methods [6–8] and
others tend to mix traction noise together with the other noise sources such as rolling noise, as emission
quantities are derived from single-microphone pass-by measurements. The emission source strength is often
based on averages for specific train types. A disadvantage of this is that in some situations traction noise may
be underestimated and consequently insufficient noise abatement measures might be taken. In the
Harmonoise/IMAGINE model, traction noise is covered separately so that it can be described parametrically
as an individual source.

Traction noise is relevant for noise in residential areas near stations and shunting yards, but also along the
line where trains accelerate or climb a gradient. The other relevant sources are rolling noise, often dominant
between 100 and 250 km/h, aerodynamic noise, which can be dominant above 300 km/h, braking noise, which
can be dominant at any speed when it occurs, curve squeal and impact noise. The braking system can often
technically be considered part of the overall traction system, although acoustically it will often have separate
noise sources.

Little background literature on railway traction noise is available, and often not in a form that is suitable for
adaptation in a railway traffic noise model. The same is true of measurement data, which do exist, but are
often not sufficiently documented with the relevant details such as vehicle parameters or exact operating
conditions. The model and methods proposed here are based on a study performed in the Harmonoise project
[1] and updated in the IMAGINE project [2,3], in which some available measurement data and measurement
methods were assessed.

2. Characteristics of traction noise

2.1. Vehicle types and operating conditions

Traction noise occurs for any type of powered vehicle, and can be concentrated in a single power unit or
distributed over two or more power units. Powered vehicles include locomotives and electric or diesel multiple
units (EMUs and DMUs) consisting of one or more vehicles and one or more powertrains powered by
�
 internal combustion engines (ICEs) or other fuel-based power systems, including diesel electric, diesel
hydraulic, diesel direct drive systems and others;

�
 electric drive systems fed externally by an overhead power line or a third rail.

Traction noise can be present, although not always dominant, at all operating conditions. For prediction
schemes, traction noise is relevant for acceleration, constant speed, braking and idling conditions, whereby the
loading can vary. Noise from the powertrain and auxiliary devices can also contribute to braking noise, for
example, from regenerative systems. Noise during idling at standstill is generally dominated by the traction
system and auxiliary devices.

The wide variety of noise sources associated with traction noise and their duty cycles can make the
prediction of traction noise difficult to generalise. An approach is chosen whereby the most important
influence parameters of main sources are identified and a characteristic average operating condition is given
for prediction purposes.

2.2. Common traction noise sources

In Table 1 an overview of common traction noise sources is given, with an indication of relevance for noise
generation, transmission or radiation, typical operating conditions and main operational influence
parameters. Auxiliary and brake-related sources are also included, as they can be linked with the traction
system. Other design parameters are not included here as the vehicle design is assumed fixed.

A distinction is made between sources that are actually generating noise, those that transmit noise and those
that radiate noise. Noise generation takes place in the powered components such as engine, gearbox and fans.
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Table 1

Noise sources from the traction, auxiliary and braking systems

Source Noise Generation/

Transmission/

Radiation

Relevant for Idling/

Acceleration/

Deceleration/Constant

speed

Main operational

influence parameters

besides design

General

relevance for

prediction model

Powertrain sources

ICE exhaust (G)/T/R I/A/D/C Engine shaft rev/min High

ICE intake T/R I/A/D/C Engine shaft rev/min High

ICE engine structure G/T/R I/A/D/C Engine shaft rev/min High

ICE turbocharger G/T/R A/C Turbo shaft rev/min Medium

Electric motor and generator/

alternator

G/T/R A/D/C Engine shaft rev/min and

torque

Low

Electric power systems including

switching, convertor and other

circuitry

G/T/R I/A (/D/C) Current or mechanical

characteristics

Low

Gear transmission G/T/R A/D/C Input shaft rev/min Medium

Hydraulic pumps, motors,

junctions, valves and piping

G/T/R I/A/D/C Pump rev/min and torque Low

Other types of drive system G/T/R I/A/D/C Shaft rev/min and other —

Auxiliary systems

Cooling fans G/T/R I/A/D/C Fan rev/min High

Ducts (G) /T/R I/A/D/C Fan rev/min Medium

Cooling inlets R I/A/D/C Fan rev/min High

Cooling outlets R I/A/D/C Fan rev/min High

Braking systems

Compressors G/T/R I/A/D (/C) Compressor rev/min Medium

Blow-off valves G/T/R I/A/D/C Pressure drop and flow

speed

Medium

Brake squeal of wheels G/T/R D Braking force, train speed,

friction conditions

High

Brake friction of brake blocks on

wheels or brake discs

G/T/R D Braking force, train speed,

friction conditions

High
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Radiation occurs on large surfaces and openings directly linked to the powered components, i.e. inlets,
exhaust orifices and cooling vents. Noise transmission occurs between the noise-generating and noise-radiating
components. For example, a muffler will transmit noise from the engine to the exhaust orifice, and an electric
drive unit may generate and transmit structure-borne noise through the vehicle structure to outside walls,
floors or roofing.

Within each of the above-mentioned sources, there may be some other noise generation mechanisms or
transmission paths, but this is beyond the scope envisaged here. Therefore, only the main general influence
parameters are described. For fans it should be noted that there may be several different fans for various
cooling requirements, such as air-conditioning, main cooling tower, motor cooling and others.

For several major sources, the speed of the drive shaft is an important influence parameter. This shaft speed
is not always directly linked to the train speed, which is the case for diesel–electric and diesel–hydraulic drives,
fans, compressors, generators and other rotating equipment. In these cases, the driveshaft speed depends more
on the required power and cooling than the actual train speed. Gear noise may in some cases be directly linked
to the train speed if the gear noise is caused by gearwheels on the axles. Sources that are not directly connected
to the powertrain may not always be well predictable in terms of timing and duration; for example, the
operation of compressors, blow-off valves and forced cooling fans. Their individual sound emission can
however be easily quantified by measurement.

Most powertrain-related noise sources depend on the driveshaft speed and power. The sound power level
from internal combustion diesel engines will usually have a speed dependence of approximately 30 lg rev/min
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[9], where lg is log10. The power dependency at a given drive speed will tend to be around 10 lg Pmech, but as
the drive characteristics for any system are strongly coupled, it is proposed to only use shaft speed (rev/min)
for prediction purposes.

Fans will tend to have a sound power level speed dependence of about 50 lg rev/min (see, for example, Ref.
[9]). Some fans are speed controlled with a variable shaft speed, whereas others are operated at one or two
fixed speeds.

Many types of compressors used in trains today can produce significant noise levels, although in newer
rolling stock quieter types are also used. Compressors are usually operated at fixed speed for a limited time
period.

Some particular electronic components and switching devices will have unique noise characteristics such as
only power dependency, but they only need to be taken into account if they are dominant sources. They tend
to have strong tonal components either at fixed frequencies or frequencies increasing with load.

Braking may cause high noise levels: friction noise from the wheels or brake discs, brake squeal and blow-
off valves are common sources. The duration of these events can be relatively short, but the levels can be high.
Braking noise at locations near stations can be of longer duration and even dominant at some locations if all
incoming trains are slowing down. Brake friction noise will tend to be broadband at medium and high speeds
and last the whole braking cycle. Brake squeal will tend to occur at lower speeds, often quite close to stations;
it has a relatively short duration, but can produce high noise levels.

2.3. Duty cycle of different sources

Figs. 1 and 2 give qualitative examples of sound level histories of powered vehicles for constant speed and
for the deceleration/standstill/acceleration situation. These figures are illustrative and based on observation.
The levels are indicative of those for a microphone moving alongside the vehicle. For acceleration and
constant speed, the traction noise for diesel powered vehicles can be dominated by engine speed (rev/min),
which is related to the power output, not the train speed. The diesel engine shaft speed increases rapidly at
acceleration, then slowly reduces again, as shown in Fig. 1. At constant train speed, the power output and
shaft speed will tend to vary.
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Fig. 1. Indicative noise level time history next to the vehicle for acceleration and constant speed for a diesel-powered locomotive or

multiple unit (top). Vehicle speed is indicated in the lower graph. The diesel rev/min increases rapidly at acceleration, and then slowly

reduces again. At constant train speed the power output and rev/min can vary.
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Fig. 2. Indicative noise level time history next to a powered vehicle for deceleration/braking, standstill/idling, and starting/acceleration

conditions for locomotives and multiple units.
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The actual source strength, timing and duration of each source will depend strongly on particular design
and operating conditions. Fig. 2 illustrates that even a source of short duration can still be important for the
total level, depending on which part of the level history is included. It also indicates that the most important
events can be quantified separately by measuring them together with their duration when they occur.
3. Model for traction noise

3.1. Emission quantities

Railway noise prediction models generally require emission data in terms of a sound power expression. Such
data are commonly collected from pass-by measurements using the equivalent sound pressure level Leq,Tp

during the pass-by time of a train Tp (transit time from front to back). All levels and associated quantities in
the following can be expressed as spectra in one-third octave or octave bands. The sound power level LW can
be calculated (see Refs. [1,10]) from

LW ð f Þ ¼ Leq;Tpð f Þ þ 10 lgð4prÞ þ Aexcess;avgð f Þ � 10 lgððf2 � f1Þ=lvehÞ þ DLW ð f Þ, (1)

where f is the octave or one-third octave band centre frequency, r is the distance to the microphone, lveh is the
vehicle length, and Aexcess,avg is the average attenuation between the train and the microphone over the whole
view angle, which includes attenuation due to ground absorption and air absorption. The term f2�f1 is the
view angle of the train as seen from the microphone, and for measurement time Tp it can be taken as
f2�f1 ¼ 2 atanðlveh=2rÞ. DLW( f ) is a directivity correction with total energy integral of unity, which for
vehicles with sources distributed over the length can be negligible. Directivity is discussed in more detail in
Ref. [10]. Normalisation of Eq. (1) to the train length lveh gives sound power per unit length. Traction noise
data can be collected in this way from a train pass-by, but also in some cases from a stationary measurement.

For sources with non-stationary or intermittent behaviour such as compressors, valves and thermally
controlled fans, a stationary measurement may be simpler to perform. The duty cycle of the source has to be
taken into account in the overall emission. This can be done by correcting for the duty factor di ¼ Ti=T
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representing the fraction of operation time Ti during the total measurement time T:

LWdi ¼ LWi þ 10 lgðdiÞ, (2)

where LWi is the sound power of source i and LWdi is the time-corrected sound power level of source i.
Where appropriate, sources can be allocated to a single source height hj, and if necessary distributed over

two or more heights, whereby the total sound power of a given source LWi must equal the energy sum of
partial contributions at each height LW ij

:

LWi ¼ 10 lg
X

j

10LWij
=10: (3)

The total sound power level LWj at each source height j for traction noise is the energy sum of the individual
sound power levels LW ij

for each source i:

LWj ¼ 10 lg
X

i

10LWij
=10: (4)

The default source heights defined in Harmonoise are relative to the rail surface: 0, 0.5, 2, 3 and 4m.
Directivity of traction noise sources can be taken into account in a way similar to rolling noise as most sources
are baffled by the vehicle wall structure; they tend to have the strongest radiation in lateral direction. This
tends to result in an overall dipole characteristic for a whole train, but is less relevant when determining the
sound power for a pass-by.

3.2. Parametric model for drive and fan noise

The model for powertrain and fan noise is based on the following operational parameters:
�
 powertrain drive rotational speed ndrive, which is the diesel motor shaft speed or gearbox input shaft sped
(rev/min);

�
 fan speed nfan of the most dominant fan(s), and overall constants covering the design.

Two main effects are included: the level increase and the frequency shift of the spectrum with increasing
rotational speed. For stable constant operating conditions, the sound power of the drive system LWdrive can be
predicted in one-third octave bands with:

LWdriveð f ; ndriveÞ ¼ LWdrive;nmaxð f ðndrive;max=ndriveÞÞ þ Cdrive lgðndrive=ndrive;maxÞ, (5)

where LWdrive,nmax is the sound power of the drive at maximum rev/min, f is the one-third octave band centre
frequency, ndrive is the drive rotational speed and ndrive,max is the maximum drive rotational speed. Cdrive is a
constant for rotational speed dependence of drive sound power, and can be around 30 for diesel engine or gear
noise. LWdrive,nmax and Cdrive are determined from measurements. Two or more measurements at different
engine speeds are required to determine Cdrive.

For idling conditions, the sound power level might not follow this rule, especially for diesel engines with an
exhaust cover or a turbocharger. This situation can result in a different behaviour at idling than under open
throttle conditions. In this case, the sound power for idling LWdrive,idle( f, ndrive) must be determined separately
if it is required for prediction purposes.

For electrically powered vehicles the noise from the drive should be negligible at standstill, possibly with the
exception of electromagnetic converter noise. Converter noise and other electrical noise sources will tend not
to follow Eq. (5) and should therefore be characterised at representative power settings for acceleration and
constant speed.

The sound power from the cooling fans can be predicted in analogy to Eq. (5) with

LW fanð f ; nfanÞ ¼ LW fan;nmaxð f ðnfan;max=nfanÞÞ þ Cfan lgðnfan=nfan;maxÞ, (6)

where again LWfan,nmax and Cfan (approximately 50) are determined from measurements. The fan sound power
is corrected with a duty factor di if it is non-continuous in operation.
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Fig. 3. Simulated sound power spectra for noise of the drive system and fan noise, suitable for acceleration or constant speed pass-by. The

spectrum shifts in frequency and level for changing rev/min.
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Measurement data of the sound power expressions in Eqs. (5) and (6) can be obtained from sound pressure
measurements and converted using Eq. (1).

The model is illustrated here for a vehicle with drive noise and fan noise, at constant speed conditions. It is
assumed that the sound power due to the cooling system (one or more fans) is known at a given speed, without
influence from other sources such as rolling noise or drive noise. Also, the sound power of the drive system is
known at a given engine speed, without influence from other sources such as fans or rolling noise. Using the
proposed model, the fan sound power and the drive sound power can be predicted for any speed setting.
Increasing speed will increase the level and shift the spectrum accordingly, as illustrated by the simulation in
Fig. 3. The model provides an average prediction; the rotational speed dependence may include some
irregularity due to airborne or structure-borne resonances. This could be taken into account by measuring at
several speeds, which may not be necessary, considering how the data are finally used in the railway traffic
noise model.

3.3. Deceleration and braking noise

For deceleration and braking noise a similar approach can be taken. A distinction is made between braking
at speed, which may be speed dependent, and brake squeal, which is assumed to be a constant level during low
speeds until standstill. There is also a difference to be expected between disc, block and drum brakes, and
regenerative braking. Braking noise at speed is given by

LWbrakeð f ; vÞ ¼ LWbrakeð f ; v0Þ þ Cbrake lgðv=v0Þ, (7)

where LWbrake( f, v) is the one-third octave sound power spectrum of the braking system at full braking, v is the
train speed and v0 a reference speed, Cbrake is a speed dependence factor.

For brake squeal, a short duration constant level, LWsqueal ( f ), is assumed:

LWdsquealð f Þ ¼ LWsquealð f Þ þ 10 lgðdsquealÞ, (8)

where LWdsqueal ( f ) is the one-third octave sound power spectrum of brake squeal corrected for duty cycle.
The total deceleration noise LWdecel( f ) is the energy sum of braking and brake squeal noise. dsqueal is the

duty factor.
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Table 2

Recommended parameters for traction noise in average conditions of constant speed, acceleration, standstill/idling and deceleration

Engine rpm for diesel-powered vehicles Fan rpm for all traction vehicles

Constant speed 50% or nominal rpm for average conditions 25%, nominal rpm, or ‘low’

Acceleration 75% 75% or ‘high’

Standstill/idling Idling rpm 50%, nominal rpm, or ‘low’

Deceleration Idling rpm 50% or ‘high’

A percentage rpm (shaft speed) means minimum rpm plus percentage of the rpm speed range, i.e. rpm ¼ rpmmin+(rpmmax�rpmmin)
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3.4. Average representative operating conditions

For the purpose of trackside noise prediction at constant speed, acceleration, standstill and deceleration,
average representative operating conditions need to be defined. For acceleration, the procedure given in ISO
3095:2001 [11] is available: acceleration from standstill up to 30 km/h, which guarantees significant tractive
effort. For locomotives, a realistic load needs to be applied, such as 10 times the locomotive weight, to ensure
sufficient tractive effort. For constant speed conditions, the traction system should be engaged, i.e. delivering
tractive effort. For deceleration, the traction system will normally not deliver tractive effort, unless
regenerative braking is used. At standstill, idling conditions for fans and diesel engines are applicable. In all
operating conditions, intermittent sources may be an operational part of the time.

Proposed (estimated) values for diesel engine and fan shaft speeds for each operating condition are given in
Table 2. These are of use if the actual shaft speeds at some conditions are not known from measurement or
otherwise.

*percentage/100.
4. Measurement methods

Measurement methods for determining source strength need to be as similar as possible to existing
standards such as the exterior noise type testing standard prEN ISO 3095:2001 [11], but there are nevertheless
some additional requirements that are briefly outlined here, based on Refs. [2,3,12]. Measurements need only
to be performed for the cases that the sources are actually significant, e.g. within 10 dB of the other sources
with the highest noise levels.

The site average excess attenuation must be determined, for example, by measurement with a sound source
at several positions along the track, or by calculation with an appropriate model. Sound power spectra must
be determined for several operating points of the drive and fans, between which spectra can be interpolated.
This can be done either at standstill, during acceleration, or at constant speed, whichever is most appropriate.
Conversion to other shaft speeds is possible using Eqs. (5) and (6) in Section 3.

At standstill and idling, the sound power for diesel-powered vehicles is determined for drive speeds at 25%,
50%, 75% and 100% of the engine speed range, or at known representative engine speeds. For electrically
powered vehicles, the same is done for different fan speeds, or at fixed fan speeds if applicable. The sound
power of each individual intermittent source is determined together with the duration of operation. This is
only required for significant sources. Heights of each source are determined by their physical position or by
special measurement techniques.

For locomotives, appropriate loading is required to achieve representative tractive effort. This is possible by
hauling at least 10 times the locomotive weight.

At each of the operating conditions it may not always be simple to separate sources. In this case it is
important to identify one or more operating points at which a single source dominates, from which
extrapolation is possible.

An acceleration test can be performed to determine sound power under load conditions in the same manner
as defined in prEN ISO 3095:2001, with the difference that the LeqTp should be determined instead of LpAFmax.
Fan and drive speeds are determined together with the corresponding sound powers, if possible also at
maximum driveshaft speed for diesels or maximum fan speed for electrically powered vehicles.
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In the constant speed test, the driveshaft speed or fan speed needs to be determined, as appropriate. The
vehicle should be operated with a characteristic load and for several speeds up to the speed range where
traction noise no longer dominates.

For braking and deceleration, measurements are required for maximum speed, the medium speed range and
at low speeds, sufficient to distinguish braking friction noise and low speed brake squeal. The sound power
should be determined from the LeqTp.

The above measurement procedures should be considered as proposals, which could in future be adapted or
improved based on further experience.

5. Conclusions

A model for the prediction of railway traction noise has been proposed, which takes the main types of noise
source associated with traction, auxiliary and braking systems into account. Both continuous and intermittent
sources are included. Average operating conditions for powertrain drive and fans are suggested to obtain
representative source emission data. Additional measurements are required in relation to the prEN ISO
3095:2001 standard to determine source emission. Both proposed model defaults and measurement methods
will require further validation from more intensive usage in the future.
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